2021 Local Systems Bureau
Regional Spring Meeting
Construction & Contract
Administration

Introduction of Staff – Central Region

Brian Catus, Field Engineer

Daryl Erickson, Field Technician

Brenda Boell, Field Technician

Introduction of Staff – Eastern Region

Kent Ellis, Field Engineer

Tom Brunscheon, Field Technician

Doug Heeren, Field Technician

Introduction of Staff – Western Region

Zach Gunsolley, Field Engineer

Jeff Shelton, Field Technician

Working Days & Liquidated Damages
• Contract time is an important part of all construction
contracts.
• Highway and Bridge construction projects usually impact
roadway users, causing delays and out of distance travel.
• A contractor bids a project to complete the work within
the allowed contract period.

• Contract time can be established utilizing various
methods, or a combination of methods‐
– Working days
– Calendar days
– Closure days
– Completion dates

• Working days are the most common method of contract
time.
– Standard Specification 1108.02
– Local Systems I.M. 6.000, Attachment D, Section 2.31 ‐
Administration of the Contract Period.
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• It is important that working days are administered
consistently statewide
– Impacts bidding practices
– Impacts inspection time and costs
– Impacts roadway users
– Lessens “disagreements” with contractors

• Let’s have a refresher on administering working days…

• Charging of working days is based upon a controlling
item (or operation) of work.
• The controlling item (or operation) of work is: Work that
is (or could be) in progress at any given period of time,
and would have the greatest influence on the duration
of the contract.
• Stated another way: At a given point in time, any task
which has the greatest impact on completing the
project on time will be considered the controlling item
of work.

• Work must be able to be performed on the controlling
item of work before a working day, or a partial working
day, can be charged.
• How to Charge Working Days:
– 1.0 Working Day: Work can be performed on controlling
item for at least ¾ of a day
– 0.5 Working Day: Work can be performed on controlling
item between ½ and ¾ of a day
– 0.0 Working Day: Work cannot be performed on controlling
item for at least ½ of a day

Quiz Time
A grading and paving contract is just starting up. Which of
the following would likely be the controlling item of work:
1. PCC Pavement
2. Pavement Markings
3. Class 10, Roadway and Borrow
4. Clearing and Grubbing

Answer: Clearing and Grubbing
• Clearing and grubbing must occur before grading can
proceed.
• Grading must occur before pavement can proceed.
• Paving must occur before pavement markings can
proceed.
• The controlling item of work changes as the next phase
of work, which has the most control over the duration
of the project, changes.

Quiz Time
• On a grading and paving project, the Engineer has determined
that Excavation, Class 10, Roadway and Borrow is the
controlling item of work. It rained the night before. The
contractor is not grading today due to wet conditions but their
pipe crew was able to install roadway pipes for most of the
day. Should a working day be charged?
1. Yes
2. No

Answer: No
Even though a part of the contractor’s crews were able to
be productive the majority of the day, work has to be able
to occur on the controlling item of work in order for a
working day to be charged.
• Who determines the controlling item of work?
– The Engineer!
– A Contractor may dispute the Engineer’s decision, but it is
still the Engineer’s decision, NOT the Contractor’s.

Quiz Time
A Contractor disagrees with a working day that was
charged. How long do they have to dispute the time
charged?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One month
Any time throughout the duration of the contract
10 calendar days
One week
For all eternity (only if they’re in LDs)

Answer:

10 Calendar Days

• The calendar day count begins being counted when the
Contractor receives the working day report
– Date uploaded to Doc Express

• This requirement is noted in Standard Specification
1108.02 H.
• This requirement needs to be clearly communicated
during the Preconstruction Meeting.
• You should not entertain time disputes submitted at the
end of a project.

Sunday 0‐Monday 1 ‐ Tuesday 2‐ Wednesday 3 ‐ Thursday 4 ‐ Friday 5 ‐ Saturday
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
6‐Sunday
7‐Monday 8 ‐ Tuesday 9 ‐ Wednesday 10‐Thursday Friday Saturday

The Engineer has a responsibility to assure that the working
day reports are uploaded in a timely (i.e. WEEKLY) manner!
1. The Engineer should not wait until the end of the
project to submit the weekly reports.
2. The Contractor needs current information when time
is being charged.
3. Time charges can impact their scheduling on a project.
4. Keeping information current prevents arguments later.

Quiz Time
When do you stop charging working days?
1. Never!
2. When the cows come home
3. When all contract work is complete
4. When roadway is open to traffic
5. When the Contractor tells me to

Answer: Could be either‐
3. When all work is complete,

or

4. When roadway is open to traffic.
• The answer depends upon a project’s circumstances.
• The answer should typically be when all work is
complete.

• Standard Specification 1108.09
Allows for working days to be suspended when the roadway is
open to traffic, as long as‐
– The Contractor is already incurring liquidated damages.
– The roadway is fully open for use, shoulder to shoulder, with no
temporary lane closures, flagger setups, or other traffic impacts.
– The remaining work to complete is minor in nature, such as erosion
control, and can be completed without impacting traffic.
– The remaining work is completed without excessive delay by the
Contractor.

• All of these conditions need to be met before the working
day charges can be suspended.

The time suspension should not be applied when there are
several and/or larger items of work to complete.
This specification is typically applied for punchlist work, although
the Contractor is supposed to be out of working days for the
specification to apply.
It is up to the Engineer’s discretion whether the specification is
applied or not, it is NOT the Contractor’s choice, or right.
Local Systems I.M. 6.000, Att. D, Chapter 2.31 ‐ Special
Considerations for Adjusting Liquidated Damages provides
further guidance that 30 calendar days is typically adequate time
to complete the remaining work (weather depending).

Liquidated Damages

• When a Contractor exceeds the allowed number of
working days, or does not finish work by the completion
date, liquidated damages are to be assessed.
• For Completion Date projects, Calendar days will be
tracked every calendar day past the completion date,
using the Weekly Report of Working Days (Form 830238).
• Liquidated damages are not a penalty, but a
predetermined and agreed amount noted in the contract.
• It is important that assessment of liquidated damages is
conducted consistently Statewide.

Liquidated Damages
• Liquidated damages are a term of the contract and need
to be treated as such.
• Liquidated damages should not be waived without just
and documentable cause.
• FHWA has provided the Iowa DOT with guidance on
how to document any waivers to liquidated damages.
• The Iowa DOT is committed to following this guidance
on Federal‐aid, Swap, and FM projects to help maintain
Statewide consistency.

Guidance:
• All changes to contract time must be documented by a
Change Order.
• If liquidated damages are being waived (based upon
Standard Specification 1108.09) the reason for the
waiver must be documented by a Change Order.
• If liquidated damages will be eliminated by adding more
working days, the Change Order needs to provide
justification for the added days.

• If liquidated damages are being waived because the
Contracting Authority does not believe they were
damaged, this must be documented by a Change Order
that demonstrates why there was no damage and
supported by the Engineer’s analysis of the time and
cost impact.
The Local Systems Bureau is here to help address
liquidated damages.

Field Work Acceptance and Form 830435
• Federal‐aid, SWAP, & FM‐TSF Projects
– Notify (email) the Local Systems Field Engineer (LSFE)
approximately two weeks prior to the contractor completing work
to request a final field review.
– The field review should be scheduled with the Project Engineer,
Contractor, Local Systems Field Engineer (LSFE), and other
applicable staff.

Field Work Acceptance and Form 830435
• Federal‐aid, SWAP, & FM‐TSF Projects
– After the field review, email the draft punchlist to the LSFE.
– After LSFE concurrence, provide the final punchlist to the
Contractor.
– After the Contractor completes the punchlist, email the LSFE with
a summary of the corrections taken & include pictures of final
punchlist items.

Quiz Time
Form 830435‐ Statement of Completion, or “435” is used
to document acceptance of the field work. When should
the 435 be signed by the Engineer?
1. The day the contractor leaves the project
2. When I won’t have to pay any interest
3. After the final field review is conducted
4. After the LSFE notifies that the field work is accepted

Answer: After the LSFE notifies that the field work is
accepted.
• After the LSFE receives the Engineer’s email showing
the punchlist being complete, the LSFE will respond
noting that the field work is accepted and to proceed
with the 435.
• Signing the 435 prior to this will prematurely start the
50 Day count for determining interest payment.
• For FM projects, the LSFE is not involved in the field
acceptance process.

Signing the 435
• All signatures on the 435 should be done electronically using
Doc Express
• If they are wet signed, and also electronically signed in Doc
Express, it causes confusion for determining the Final
Acceptance Date (FAD) used for determining interest payment.
– The FAD is the date that the Project Engineer signs the 435

• For projects located on the FM system, the Engineer needs to
sign the 435 in Doc Express twice‐ once as Project Engineer
and once as Person in Responsible Charge (PIRC)
– The PIRC signature represents the Board of Supervisors’ acceptance

Contract Quantity/Plan Quantity Items
• Standard Specification 1109.01,A. allows for items to be paid at
plan quantity, without final field measurements.
• This can be accomplished by‐
1. Specifications (Method of Measurement)
2. Plans (Estimate Reference Notes)
3. Contract Quantity Agreement (Form 830230)

• Plan quantity items should be discussed at the Precon.
• The Inspector needs to know if measurements will be needed
to support the quantities paid BEFORE the work begins.

• Typical specification language (Method of Measurement):
– Modified Subbase will be the quantity shown in the contract documents.
– Portland Cement Concrete Pavement. Square yards, of the type specified,
shown in the contract documents.
– Measurement for the quantities of Steel HP‐Piles (either encased or not)
will be the plan quantity.

Plan notes outweigh specification language.
Contract Quantity Agreements outweigh specification language
and plan notes.
• Contract Quantity Agreements are not needed for items already
defined to be paid at plan quantity in the specifications or plans.

• The Method of Measurement for each contract item
should be reviewed before starting a project.
– Review specifications and plan notes

• Plan quantity items should not be changed unless
1. There is an obvious error in the quantity,
2. Field conditions modify the planned work (ex. matching an existing
pavement joint), or
3. There is added or deleted work.

• If plan quantity items need to change, it must be documented
on a Change Order.
Process change order at the time the change occurs!
Do not wait until end of project or include in an entire contract
“balancing” Change Order.

The DOT has a quick reference guide to help determine plan quantity items.
https://iowadot.gov/local_systems/Post‐Letting‐Resources/Inspection‐Worksheets‐Excel

This is a quick reference guide. The current specifications, plan notes, or contract quantity agreement still govern.

Items which are
Plan Quantity by
specifications are
in blue text

Quiz Time
What does the Inspector need to document on their quantity
sheet for a plan quantity item?
1. Nothing at all
2. When payments are made to the contractor
3. Dates, locations of work, and measurements/calculations of
the quantity placed
4. Dates, locations of work, and estimated quantity of work
performed

Answer: #4 and #5 ‐ Dates, locations of work,
and estimated quantity of work performed.
• No measurements/calculations are needed since the
intent is to pay plan quantity.
– If field work changes from what the plan shows, only the
areas added or deleted need to be measured.

• The dates the work was performed, and locations of the
work performed, need documented.
• Estimate, or derive from plan tabulations, the daily work
performed to process intermediate payments; but in the
end plan quantity will be paid.

DOT Process Changes

• Over the last couple of years, changes have occurred in
the processing of Contractor Pay System vouchers,
signing change orders, and processing final paperwork.

Quiz Time
How should Contractor Pay System
(309
(vouchers) be submitted for payment?
1. Mail to Finance Bureau
2. Upload to Doc Express and DOT will process it from there
3. Upload to Doc Express and email to
dot.localsystems@iowadot.us
4. Upload to Doc Express and email to dot‐
contractorpay@iowadot.us

Answer: Upload to Doc Express and email to
dot.localsystems@iowadot.us
• As of 9/22/2020, all intermediate and semi‐final vouchers
for contractor pay system projects are to be uploaded in
Doc Express and submitted by email to this web address.
• The submittal of the final voucher will be handled by the
Administering Bureau.
• New blank vouchers and payment receipts are uploaded
to Doc Express (Estimates and Vouchers drawer) by the
Local Systems Bureau.

Quiz Time
The DOT Administering Bureau needs to sign change orders
for which of the following projects?
1. Federal‐aid
2. Swap
3. Farm to Market (FM)
4. Local Projects let through DOT
5. All of the above
6. All but #4
7. All but #3 and #4

Answer: All but #4‐ Local Projects let through DOT
• The DOT needs to sign all change orders for‐
– Federal‐aid
– Swap
– Farm to Market (FM)

• For Doc Express projects, all signatures should be
obtained electronically through Doc Express.

Quiz Time
The DOT Administering Bureau has to sign the 435 (Statement
of Completion) for which of the following projects.
1. Federal‐aid
2. Swap
3. Farm to Market (FM)
4. Local Projects let through DOT
5. All of the above
6. All but #4
7. All but #3 and #4

Answer: All but #3 and #4 – Farm to Market (FM) and
Local Projects let through the DOT
• The DOT needs to perform final field reviews and sign
the 435 for all Federal‐aid and Swap projects.
• For Doc Express projects, all signatures should be
obtained electronically through Doc Express.

Specification Updates
• Structures (Effective 4/21/2020)
1. 2403.02,B,2,a – Struck reference to mid‐range water
reducer, specifies normal water reducer; Slump target
range revised to: 1 – 4 inches with tolerance of 5 inches
(max).
2. 2412.02,E ‐ Deletes reference to mid‐range water reducer
3. 2513.03,A,2,b ‐ Removed minimum slump requirement for
BR mix (previously ½” min.).

Specification Updates
• Structures (Effective 4/21/2020)
4. 2513.03,F,1 ‐ Updated specification reference for finishing
requirements.
5. IM 445 Precast Concrete ‐ Precast products can’t be shipped
until the products are a minimum 3 days old and attained 28
day strength.

Specification Updates
• Structures (Effective 10/20/2020)
1. 2412.03,C, Placing Concrete:
• Added word “forecast” to following statement: “Do not place
concrete if forecast theoretical rate of evaporation for the
day exceeds 0.2 pounds per square foot per hour.”
• Added requirement: Calculate theoretical evaporation rate,
in accordance with methods described in Materials I.M. 382,
at a maximum interval of every 3 hours during placement. If
rate exceeds 0.2 pounds per square foot per hour, cease
placement at next location acceptable to Engineer.

Specification Updates
• Structures (Effective 10/20/2020)
2. 2413.02,D,2,b ‐ Replaced spec for mid‐range water reducer
with normal water reducer.
3. 2428.04,B,1 ‐ Increased price adjustment for uncorrected
dips identified during profilogram testing of bridge decks
and approaches ($1600 each, increased from $900 each).
4. 2301.03,R ‐ Concrete when pumped should use a target
value for air content of 7.5% +/‐ 2%.

Specification Updates
• Structures (Effective 4/20/2021)
1.4149.04,L,1 ‐ Revised criteria for installation of steps for
manholes and intakes [no steps for structures less than 20’
deep, steps required for greater than 20’ deep].
2.4185.08, Handholes and Junction Boxes ‐ Added specification
for HDPE handhole and cover.
3.4189.01,A, Handhole ‐ Added specification for HDPE
handhole and cover.

Specification Updates
• Erosion Control
–Standard Road Plan EC‐204 Perimeter and Slope
Sediment Control Devices
• Effective April 2021
• Revised placement of wooden stakes

Current EC‐204

Future EC‐204
(effective April 2021)

Specification Updates
• Erosion Control
–Standard Road Plan EC‐201 Silt Fence
–Effective April 2021
1. Placement location of steel posts
–Posts are installed several inches downslope from where the
fabric is sliced in

Changes to Silt Fence and Silt Fence Ditch
Checks

Current EC‐201

Future EC‐201
(effective April 2021)

Specification Updates
• Erosion Control
–Standard Road Plan EC‐201 Silt Fence
2. Placement of slope flares or humps
–Place silt fence continuously up to a maximum of 200’. Flare up
the slope on both ends 20’ of the segment to contain runoff,
OR
–Place silt fence continuously. Every 200’, place a hump that
extends 20’ up the slope to contain runoff.

SRP EC‐201 Revised flares or humps

Specification Updates
• Erosion Control
–Standard Specification 2601.03, C. Rural Seeding
• Reduced ryegrass rate if fescue rate is increased
• Effective for 2021 construction season only
• Due to shortage of supply of ryegrass

Specification Updates
• PCC Pavement
–Standard Specification 2301.05, K.
–Payment for cold weather protection
–Effective October 2020
–Increased rate of pay from $1.00 per SY to $2.00 per
SY

Items to be Aware Of
• Seed Date Extensions
– Any DOT approved extensions will be published on the Construction
and Materials Bureau website
– https://iowadot.gov/construction_materials/Earthwork‐and‐erosion‐
control

General Items of Interest
• Concrete Barrier Railing Issues
–DOT projects identified multiple issues last year
–These issues should be closely monitored on your
bridge projects

Barrier Rail Issues (1 of 4): 2020 was the year of Barrier Rail Issues

Photo 1: Top to Bottom
• Reinforcing cage not high
enough
• The deck is not finished
flat
• Cage hook bar is touching
the deck; Concrete can’t
get around to confine the
bar.

Photo 4:
Photo 3:
• Horizontal bars are
• The barrier rebar cage
(verticals) are
too low and not in
touching the deck;
plan indicated
Concrete can’t get
location.
around to confine the
bar.
* 2 different Barriers are shown above with similar conditions

Photo 2: Top to Bottom
• Upper‐most
horizontal bar not
high enough.
• Spacing between bars
not as specified.

Barrier Rail Issues (2 of 4): 2020 was the year of Barrier Rail Issues

Photo 5: Top to Bottom
• Traffic side horizontal and
vertical reinforcing are too
deep – should be 2” to
2.5/8” respectfully w/o
tolerance.

Photo 6: Top to Bottom
• Back side horizontal and vertical reinforcing are
too shallow.
• Specified depth should be 2” (‐0”, +1/2”) plus the
rustication depth

Barrier Rail Issues (3 of 4): 2020 was the year of Barrier Rail Issues
Photo 7: The Results
• The photo on the right shows epoxy rebar
exposed and corroding in the ¾” deep x
1.5” tall rustication joint.
• This condition has been reported in
several different locations.
• This condition has structural effect
effecting both strength and durability.
• Changes strength in an impact in
that the traffic side bars go into
tension and are lacking in specified
depth to develop the as shown
strength.
• Durability issues – we want the
reinforcing where specified in order
to resist environmental factors, per
the AASHTO code.
• Too deep results in lack of
cracking control.
• Too shallow results in lack of
protection and durability of
reinforcing.

Barrier Rail Issues (4 of 4): 2020 was the year of Barrier Rail Issues
• What can be done to prevent them
(brainstorming & suggestions):
• If you see something say something…
• Check reinforcement placement prior to
day of casting…
• If Slipped, Dry Run It First

General Items of Interest
• Line Dragons
–Can be an option for difficult bridge deck pours

• Transparent Stay‐In‐Place Bridge Forms
–Certain bridge projects may allow the use of stay‐in‐
place forms

• Placement of New Bridges by Lateral Slides
–Two Iowa DOT bridges were successfully placed in 2020

Line Dragons:

• Great for deck pour situations where pumps and
telebelts can’t reach.
• Allowable per Standard Spec 2412.03.C.6 but may
need special attention:
• “Concrete placement equipment proposed to be
operated directly on bridge deck reinforcing steel
Photo: Line Dragon
shall be submitted to the Engineer with
“Placer” (lt.) & “Puller” (rt.)
manufacturer’s specifications for review/approval
prior to use in concrete placement. Requests may
require closer spacing of reinforcing bar supports
and tying of all reinforcing bar intersections.
Photo: Line Dragon “Placer”
• Do you see any challenges to using these?
 May need tighter rebar spacing or wide enough
tires
Photo: Steel Egg
 Need active monitoring of rebar ties
 Need composite plastic eggs
 Need composite plastic under steel joints at
pump line links

Transparent Stay‐In‐Place forms:
• Designer makes the determination when a bridge
qualifies and designs the bridge accordingly based on
criteria in the Bridge Design Manual (5.2.4.5):
1. The bridge is spanning over a railroad.
2. The bridge is spanning over non‐navigable water.
3. Tub girder bridges.
4. Bridges requiring top‐down construction, i.e.
utilities or obstructions inhibiting access from
below
• Contractor’s Option to use once a bridge is
determined to be applicable.
• The forms:
1. Speed construction by not requiring form
stripping after the fact.
2. Increase safety up on the beams for the workers.
• Successfully used in 2020.

Photo: Stay‐In‐Place
Forms as Set

Time for a Virtual Donut!

Sorry, Virtual
Donuts aren’t
nearly as
good as the
real thing


